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April 9, 2020 

Addendum #2 

RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION:  
 
1) Now that we have the plans you sent, may I count on the "Reflected Ceiling" plans to accurately 
reflect the sizes and counts of the lighting fixtures? 
OUSD Response: The count should be correct. The make and model could be different.  
 
2) Which bathrooms had no electrical available for the hand dryers that we spoke about on site? 
OUSD Response:  Please assume there is no power in place for buildings A, B & D.  Buildings A and B will 
likely require more finishing work since we are less invasive in those areas. 
  
3) Do we have any specs called out for the Back pack hooks?(Color, style, ??). 
OUSD Response: No spec. A stainless dual coat hook will do. Should match new switch plates.   
 
4) Bobrick lists a 24" x 60" as their longest standard size mirror. Will that suffice for the "FULL 
LENGTH" callout in the specs, or do I need to go more custom than that? Also, what size are we 
to bid out for the other mirrors not listed as "full length"? 18" x 24", 30, 36 or 24" x30 / 36 are a few 
choices.  
OUSD Response: Full length mirrors should be 24”x72”. This is not on the cut sheet, but is an option in 
the B-165 model. All over the sink mirrors should match existing or appropriately fit the space.   
 
5) Do you have a location in mind where we can store all the fixtures that will be removed in order 
to facilitate tile repairs etc.? (Sinks and Toilets and mirrors etc that have to come off the walls), or 
should we provide a container to do so?  
OUSD Response: While we certainly have space on-site, it would probably be best and easier to arrange 
for a container to be placed in a convenient location.  
 
6) "Replace Damaged Signage": Should I be replacing faded signage or just really beat up 
signage? 
OUSD Response: As discussed on the job walk, only missing or broken sign are to be replaced.   
 
 
 


